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Influence & TodayInfluence & Today’’s Organizationss Organizations

!! Work is increasingly interdependent Work is increasingly interdependent 

!! Work cuts across boundariesWork cuts across boundaries

!! Work includes needing to influence sideways Work includes needing to influence sideways 
and upwardsand upwards

!! Higher standards:  one canHigher standards:  one can’’t t ““orderorder””
excellence excellence 

!! One can have One can have ““influence influence commensurate with commensurate with 
responsibilityresponsibility””
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Law of Reciprocity and ExchangeLaw of Reciprocity and Exchange

!! All Interpersonal Behavior involves exchange; Exchange is All Interpersonal Behavior involves exchange; Exchange is 
the basic law of organizations; Exchange is universalthe basic law of organizations; Exchange is universal

!! Exchange = Paying others for what we request; Being Exchange = Paying others for what we request; Being 
paid for what we do paid for what we do 

!! Influence = giving others what they need in exchange for Influence = giving others what they need in exchange for 
what you needwhat you need

!! Influence does not necessarily rest on hierarchical positionInfluence does not necessarily rest on hierarchical position

!! Influence comes more from saying Influence comes more from saying ““yesyes”” than sayingthan saying ““nono””; ; 
Importance of Importance of ““Building Lines of CreditBuilding Lines of Credit””

!! Harvard research on successful managersHarvard research on successful managers
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Sources of InfluenceSources of Influence

!! Ability to deliver [on promises and obligations Ability to deliver [on promises and obligations 
in timely quality manner]in timely quality manner]

!! Being Trustworthy [Responding to Being Trustworthy [Responding to 
organizational & otherorganizational & other’’s needs, not just own s needs, not just own 
interests]interests]

!! Requires access to Requires access to information, support information, support andand
resourcesresources

!! How do we gain all of these? How do we gain all of these? 
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Research on Peer ExchangesResearch on Peer Exchanges

!! High givingHigh giving increases social statusincreases social status

!! High imbalanceHigh imbalance [giving more than receiving]: a) [giving more than receiving]: a) 
can decrease productivity, & b) can lower status can decrease productivity, & b) can lower status 
[due to resentment from imbalance][due to resentment from imbalance]

!! High High frequencyfrequency of exchanges with moderate of exchanges with moderate 
positive imbalance, increases:positive imbalance, increases:
!! Social StatusSocial Status

!! ProductivityProductivity

!! Trust & Knowledge of OtherTrust & Knowledge of Other
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““CurrenciesCurrencies””

!! Exchange and reciprocity involve currenciesExchange and reciprocity involve currencies

!! There are many types of currenciesThere are many types of currencies
!! Situation specificSituation specific

!! Unique to that individualUnique to that individual

!! Reflective of function in the organizationReflective of function in the organization

!! Influenced by the organizationInfluenced by the organization

!! ““PaymentPayment”” can be:can be:
!! In one or more currenciesIn one or more currencies

!! LaterLater---- not necessarily nownot necessarily now

!! By others, the organization, by selfBy others, the organization, by self
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Categories of CurrenciesCategories of Currencies

"" InspirationInspiration--RelatedRelated
–– Purpose, Vision, ExcellencePurpose, Vision, Excellence

"" TaskTask--RelatedRelated
–– Resources, Assistance, InformationResources, Assistance, Information

"" PositionPosition--RelatedRelated
–– Advancement, Visibility, ReputationAdvancement, Visibility, Reputation

"" RelationshipRelationship--RelatedRelated
–– Acceptance, Personal SupportAcceptance, Personal Support

"" PersonalPersonal--RelatedRelated
–– SelfSelf--Concept, Learning, Involvement Concept, Learning, Involvement 
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The Paradox of ExchangeThe Paradox of Exchange

!! Exchange is universal. Engaging in productive Exchange is universal. Engaging in productive 
exchange builds relationship (trust) and creates exchange builds relationship (trust) and creates 
allies (you help someone be more successful)allies (you help someone be more successful)

!! Using it wisely can increase your influenceUsing it wisely can increase your influence

!! ““Counting your change too closelyCounting your change too closely”” & focusing & focusing 
too much on too much on youryour goals can cause you to goals can cause you to lose lose 
influenceinfluence

!! Works best when it is for the sake of the Works best when it is for the sake of the 
organization organization 
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““DougDoug--WarrenWarren”” CaseCase

!! DougDoug is National Sales Manager is National Sales Manager 

!! WarrenWarren is President of U.S. Operationsis President of U.S. Operations

!! Met last week to discuss sales Met last week to discuss sales –– went poorlywent poorly

!! Yesterday, Yesterday, DougDoug went into went into WarrenWarren’’ss office office 
to discuss their strained relationship [video] to discuss their strained relationship [video] ––
as you can see, this went even worseas you can see, this went even worse

!! Doug Doug reflected & realized there was a better reflected & realized there was a better 
approach that could set up a winapproach that could set up a win--win win 
outcome outcome 

!! DougDoug is going to talk to is going to talk to WarrenWarren againagain
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DougDoug’’s Optionss Options

"" As you watch the video, observe the As you watch the video, observe the 
interaction to determine what Doug and interaction to determine what Doug and 
Warren each need/want (their currencies) Warren each need/want (their currencies) 

"" Pair up and compare notesPair up and compare notes
"" What would you say to Warren if you were What would you say to Warren if you were 

Doug?  How many win/win exchanges can Doug?  How many win/win exchanges can 
you come up with?you come up with?
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Negative ExchangesNegative Exchanges

InformationInformation

Larger PictureLarger Picture

Accurate AssessmentAccurate Assessment
Of StaffOf Staff

Protect StaffProtect Staff

AutonomyAutonomy

Sales TakenSales Taken
SeriouslySeriously

Probes

Withholds

Discounts Sales

Pushes Sales

Listens for
Bad News

Tells Good News

Warren wants Doug  wants
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DougDoug--Warren SummaryWarren Summary

!! Seeing issues like these in Seeing issues like these in interactive interactive systemssystems
terms [rather than personality] makes it easier to terms [rather than personality] makes it easier to 
raiseraise

!! ““OwningOwning”” your part of the system makes it easier your part of the system makes it easier 
for other to hear their partfor other to hear their part

!! ButBut, when the dynamic is interactive, it, when the dynamic is interactive, it’’s usually s usually 
necessary to surface that and renegotiate the necessary to surface that and renegotiate the 
““dancedance”” rather than just stopping your part rather than just stopping your part 

!! DonDon’’tt argue somebody out of their concern, argue somebody out of their concern, pay pay 
themthem in their concern!in their concern!
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Doug Warren Summary [Part 2]Doug Warren Summary [Part 2]

"" Two types of Two types of ““Negative ExchangesNegative Exchanges””
–– [Unaware] [Unaware] –– loselose--lose (Doug/Warren)lose (Doug/Warren)
–– [Aware] [Aware] –– puts puts ““teethteeth”” in winin win--win offer win offer 

"" There areThere are Task Task exchanges and there are exchanges and there are 
Relationship Relationship exchangesexchanges
–– Sometimes task success builds relationshipSometimes task success builds relationship
–– Other times, canOther times, can’’t work on task until relationship t work on task until relationship 

is improvedis improved
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Currencies CluesCurrencies Clues
"" The The naturenature of their job/workof their job/work

–– Work conditions [Not pay/title or position]Work conditions [Not pay/title or position]

–– Types of tasksTypes of tasks

–– High or Low structureHigh or Low structure

–– What pressure are they under?What pressure are they under?

"" Relationship to boss (autonomy vs. direction)Relationship to boss (autonomy vs. direction)

"" Type of peer relationshipsType of peer relationships

"" Department and Organization norms and valuesDepartment and Organization norms and values
–– How are they rewarded?How are they rewarded?

"" What do they find meaningful? Exciting?What do they find meaningful? Exciting?
–– NonNon--verbalsverbals? (What makes their eyes light up?)? (What makes their eyes light up?)

–– What do they talk about?What do they talk about?

"" Background/ Training/ EducationBackground/ Training/ Education

"" A radical idea: Ask!!A radical idea: Ask!!
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Influence ChecklistInfluence Checklist

To have influence, you must:To have influence, you must:

## See other as See other as ““potentialpotential”” allyally

## Clarify your goals & prioritiesClarify your goals & priorities

## Diagnose allyDiagnose ally’’s world; goals/needss world; goals/needs

## Assess your resources relative to thoseAssess your resources relative to those

## Diagnose your relationship with allyDiagnose your relationship with ally

## Determine exchange approachDetermine exchange approach
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Learning to be more influentialLearning to be more influential

"" Engage in productive exchanges; search for Engage in productive exchanges; search for 
win/win solutions that benefit the organizationwin/win solutions that benefit the organization

"" Examine assumptions and mental models that Examine assumptions and mental models that 
are selfare self--limitinglimiting

"" Build a feedback rich environment in order to:Build a feedback rich environment in order to:
–– develop trustdevelop trust
–– learn about otherslearn about others’’ needsneeds
–– learn about how we impact otherslearn about how we impact others
–– become aware of behaviors that result in loss of become aware of behaviors that result in loss of 

power and influencepower and influence
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Closing SummaryClosing Summary

!! To get your job done you need to influence To get your job done you need to influence 
people at all levels in the organizationpeople at all levels in the organization

!! Successful exchanges build relationships and Successful exchanges build relationships and 
alliesallies

!! Exchange is universalExchange is universal
!! You donYou don’’t have a choice about using it; only t have a choice about using it; only 

about how about how wellwell you use ityou use it
!! It doesnIt doesn’’t have to be manipulativet have to be manipulative
!! If everybody did this, organizations would be If everybody did this, organizations would be 

more nimble & more nimble & effectiveeffective


